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Abstract

Denial of service (DoS) attacks are a serious security threat for Internet based organisations, and effective methods are
needed to detect an attack and defend the nodes being attacked in real time. We propose an autonomic approach to DoS
defence based on detecting DoS flows, and adaptively dropping attacking packets upstream from the node being attacked
using trace-back of the attacking flows. Our approach is based on the Cognitive Packet Network infrastructure which uses
smart packets to select paths based on Quality of Service. This approach allows paths being used by a flow (including an
attacking flow) to be identified, and also helps legitimate flows to find robust paths during an attack. We evaluate the pro-
posed approach using a mathematical model, as well as using experiments in a laboratory test-bed. We then suggest a more
sophisticated defence framework based on authenticity tests as part of the detection mechanism, and on assigning priorities
to incoming traffic and rate-limiting it on the basis of the outcome of these tests.
� 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

DoS attacks are known to the network research
community since the early 1980s; indeed, in his
1985 paper on TCP/IP weaknesses, Morris writes
[1] ‘‘The weakness in this scheme (the IP protocol)
is that the source host itself fills in the IP source host
id, and there is no provision to discover the true ori-
gin of the packet’’. A typical generic DoS attack is

practically always distributed (DDoS): the attacker
takes control of a large number of lightly protected
computers (e.g., without firewall and up-to-date
antivirus software) and orders them to send simulta-
neously a large number of packets to a specific tar-
get. The attacker exploits the weakness of IP by
faking their source IP address (‘‘IP spoofing’’). As
a result, some routers and links in the vicinity of
the target are overwhelmed, and a number of legit-
imate clients cannot connect to it anymore. Typical
targets are the servers of e-commerce web-sites,
which can suffer significant financial loss. Other tar-
gets may be news web-sites, corporate networks,
banks, etc. To cite just two examples, (1) the Arabic
and English language web sites of the satellite televi-
sion network Al-Jazeera suffered two days of Inter-
net disruptions caused by American hackers as
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revenge for showing pictures of dead and captive
American soldiers in Iraq (Source: BBC, ‘‘Hackers

cripple Al-Jazeera sites’’, http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/
hi/technology/2893993.stm), and (2) a corporate
executive in Massachussets was charged with using
DoS attacks to cause a total of $2 billion in losses
to three of his main competitors (Source: Security-

Focus – ‘‘FBI busts alleged DDoS Mafia’’, http://
www.securityfocus.com/news/9411).

After a landmark attack occurred against several
major online organisations in one week of February
2000 [7], DoS became an important topic of
research. One of the first defensive measures pro-
posed was Ingress Filtering, which is an approach
to thwart IP address spoofing by configuring routers
to drop arriving packets that arrive with IP
addresses which are deemed to be outside a predeter-
mined ‘‘acceptable’’ range [2]. Of course, it requires
that the receiving router has sufficient power and
sufficient knowledge to examine the source address
of each packet and distinguish between valid and
invalid ones. Although not enough on its own, vari-
ations of Ingress Filtering can be used as a good
lightweight first step to identify part of the attacking
traffic. Later, it was suggested that the real IP
address could in fact be inferred with a technique
called ‘‘IP traceback’’ [6,9,18]. The traceback mech-
anism uses probabilistic packet marking to allow the
victim to identify the network path traversed by
attack traffic without requiring interactive opera-
tional support from Internet Service Providers
(ISPs). However, injecting false traceback messages
into the packet stream can help attackers hide their
origin, even a rough estimate of the sources of attack
packets can help the DDoS defence. IP traceback
can also be applied after the attack is over to protect
against future attacks; such ‘‘post-mortem’’ tech-
niques [8] can be used to analyse the characteristics
of attacking traffic (such as rates and more detailed
statistical characteristics) and the slave nodes or
entry points that it uses.

Although many intelligent defence techniques and
architectures have been proposed, the evolution of
the DoS phenomenon implies that new means of
attack will arise. Until a few years ago, DoS attacks
were used by hackers to knock web pages off-line,
usually for revenge, or as a token of power and to
demonstrate their programming skills. Now they
are considered to be an important weapon in the
hands of cyber-criminals and for cyber-warfare.
DoS attacks have reportedly been used against Busi-
ness competitors, for extortion purposes, for political

reasons, and even as a form of ‘‘legitimate’’ protest. It
is this variety of targets and types of attack that dic-
tate the need for flexible defence systems which can
react according to both the attacker’s aims and the
defender’s needs. Thus in this paper we propose
and evaluate an autonomic approach, based on net-
work self-observation and adaptive reaction, to
defend network nodes against DoS attacks. The tech-
niques that we propose, implement and evaluate,
exploit the Cognitive Packet Network architecture
introduced in [3] and discussed in [19,21].

1.1. A generic framework for denial of service

protection

A complete protection architecture should include
the following elements:

• Detection of the existence of an attack. The
detection can be either anomaly-based or signa-
ture-based, or a hybrid of those two. In anom-
aly-based detection, the system recognises a
deviation from the standard behaviour of its cli-
ents, while in the latter it tries to identify the
characteristics of known attack types.

• Classification of the incoming packets into valid
(normal packets) and invalid (DoS packets). As
in detection, one can choose between anomaly-
based and signature-based classification tech-
niques.

• Response. In the most general sense, the protec-
tion system either drops the attacking packets
or it redirects them into a trap for further evalu-
ation and analysis.

Therefore we start with the postulate that we will
consider a generic DDoS defence scheme that is
based on the following principles:

• The node which is targeted by a DDoS attack
(the victim node) has the ability to detect or to
be informed about the attack, based either on a
local or distributed detection scheme. All nodes
upstream, from the victim up to the source(s) of
the attack, will also be informed of the ongoing
threat.

• The victim node and the informed nodes will
react by dropping packets which are thought to
be part of the attack.

• The attack itself can produce buffer overflows
and saturation of network resources such as
CPU capacity, due to the inability of the nodes
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or routers to handle the resulting heavy packet
traffic.

• The detection scheme is always imperfect, so that
both false alarms and detection failures are possi-
ble. Imperfections are possible both with regard
to the detection of the attack as a whole, and
the identification of the packets that belong to this
attack. Thus, for any packet that flows in the net-
work we need to consider a probability of correct
identification as being an attacking packet, and a
probability of false alarm, which means that some
attacking packets will be missed and some non-
attacking packets may be incorrectly dropped.

The classification of packets or flows as being a
DoS attack or being valid is probably the weak point
of DoS defence techniques. Many classification
methods that have been suggested tend to use a set
of specialised rules for specific types of traffic. The
classification can then be carried out either by pas-
sive observation or by actively asking the network’s
apparent clients to demonstrate their validity.

1.1.1. Passive tests

Some passive tests which can be used for all types
of traffic include the following:

• Is the source of the packet a known ‘‘loyal client’’?
In our approach, we take for granted that DoS
attackers will spoof their addresses. However,
that does not mean that the source IP address
of a packet is not useful information. For exam-
ple, if User-X, who has a static IP address, visits
his favorite news web-site every day at 9 am,
stays for a while and consumes a reasonable
amount of bandwidth, there is no reason for this
web-site’s detection mechanism to suspect that
his packets are potentially harmful, except if his
behaviour is somehow dramatically different
from the usual one. Thus, in times of congestion,
even if there is no official service differentiation,
User-X should not be blocked in favor of a
User-Y, who has not been recognised as a regular
client and consumes a lot of bandwidth. To our
knowledge current DoS detection mechanisms
do not treat preferentially users who may be
recognised as being ‘‘loyal clients’’.

• Did the source of the packet first appear before or

after the detection of the attack?

Since DoS attacks are almost exclusively distrib-
uted, the distributed aspect can make it easier to
detect their existence. Since attack flows do not

all traverse the Internet through the same paths,
they reach the victim destination at different
times, resulting in a gradual increase of the
incoming traffic. This ramp-up behaviour [17]
can be a good indication that a DDoS attack is
being initiated. A longer ramp-up time will also
be associated with a greater number of spoofed
source IP addresses. Consequently, it also means
that the IP addresses which arrive after the
DDoS starts and before it ends are more likely
to be illegitimate. Again, early detection is obvi-
ously a great advantage to identifying the
spoofed set of IP addresses.

• Is the client honouring his/her QoS agreements?

We are particularly interested in QoS-driven net-
work environments in which clients may specify
that they are a specific type of customer, or
request a certain level of QoS. In case the QoS
request is accepted, then the degree with which
the agreement will be honoured by the client is
a strong indication of his/her validity. DoS
attackers and misbehaving clients would both fail
this test.

• Does the time-to-live (TTL) field in an IP packet

agree with the value that can be inferred from the

packet’s apparent source address?

This test refers to the ingenious idea described in
[12] which exploits the fact that although the
attacker can forge any field in the IP header,
he/she cannot falsify the number of hops a
packet needs to reach its destination starting
from its source address. Their very simple algo-
rithm infers the number of hops traversed until
then (from the TTL field) and compares them
to the value that can be inferred for this source,
which is stored in a relevant table. If those two
values are significantly different, that is a clear
indication of IP spoofing, and is a good reason
to treat this source’s packets as being illegitimate.
In the CPN protocol, the header field r_len (route
length) in a packet can be used instead of TTL.

These different passive tests have the advantage
of being relatively light-weight, but are by them-
selves not sufficient to achieve accurate classifica-
tion. More accuracy inevitably requires more
specialisation.

In [25] a set of anomaly-based classification crite-
ria for flows and connections is proposed. For
instance, a TCP flow may be classified as an attack
flow if its packet ratio (TCPrto) is above a set thresh-
old. Similarly, for the ICMP protocol they propose to
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use ICMPrto as a detector. For the UDP protocol, a
‘‘normal flow model’’ is proposed to be a set of
thresholds based on the upper bound of allowed con-
nections per destination, the lower bound of allowed
packets per connection, and the maximum allowed
sending rate per connection. The classification of
connections is also done based on limits of the con-
nections’ allowed packet ratios and sending rates.

One more option for validity tests is to use crite-
ria based on the type of service. This approach is
close to the QoS-driven approach of our ongoing
work on CPN. For example, a network which offers
Voice-over-IP (VoIP) services should include VoIP-
specific classification criteria.

The limits and thresholds used by all these types
of tests can be set by using the network administra-
tor’s experience, or with an automatic learning pro-
cess in all or some of the nodes using data collected
from on-going observation.

1.1.2. Active tests

The ramp-up behaviour of traffic also occurs dur-
ing ‘‘flash crowds’’ when there is a sharp increase in
the number of legitimate visitors to a web-site based
on some significant event, and DoS attackers have
recently started exploiting this fact by abandoning
full strength bandwidth floods in favor of attacks
which escape detection by imitating the signature
characteristics of flash crowds. In response to this,
detection mechanisms should try to distinguish
between flash crowds and attacks after a ramp-up
has been detected. Fortunately, flash crowd flows
are generated by human users, while DDoS flows
are generated by compromised computers, and one
can potentially use Reverse Turing tests to tell the
difference. Over the last three years, Graphical Tur-
ing tests or visual CAPTCHAs, or simply CAPT-
CHAs (Completely Automated Public Turing Test
to Tell Computers and Humans Apart), have been
commonly used to block automated requests to
web-sites, such as the automated email account reg-
istration which has plagued Hotmail and Yahoo in
the past. A human can easily tell the sequence of let-
ters that appear in a CAPTCHA’s image, while
computers usually cannot (Fig. 1), so that CAPT-
CHAs have been suggested to counter DDoS
attacks against web-servers [14].

However, issuing a graphical Turing test and
expecting an answer requires that a connection be
established between the attacker and the web-server,
thus rendering the authentication mechanism a
potential DoS target. The authors of [24] address
this issue and suggest minor modifications to the
TCP protocol to overcome it. They also argue that
it is not the actual answer to the test but the behav-
iour of the client that matters. A human would solve
the puzzle either immediately or after reloading the
page a few times. A computer would probably con-
tinue requesting the web page. We agree with these
ideas but believe that despite its value, a DoS detec-
tion mechanism cannot depend solely on CAPT-
CHAs. In all arms races it is only a matter of time
for a countermeasure to arrive on the scene. Dedi-
cated applications built by Computer Vision
researchers achieve up to 92% success in solving
commonly used types of CAPTCHAs [16].
Advances in Artificial Intelligence along with simple
craftiness limit the value of CAPTCHAs, while
visual CAPTCHAs are also a major impediment
to computer users whose vision is impaired. Thus,
although we are not sure that CAPTCHAs can be
the sole method of classification, it is reasonable
to suggest that DoS attacks can be more readily
detected if we can distinguish between humans
and computer generated traffic, along with other
techniques that recognise legitimate and DoS flows.
Other methods have also been proposed for actively
challenging the clients’ legitimacy [15]. Some may
achieve impressive levels of detection accuracy, but
all suffer from the common weakness of being
exploitable as DoS vessels themselves, in the same
way as simple ACKs are used as DoS vessels in
the reflector DoS attack [5]. It is also obvious that
the benefit of a greater number of validity tests lies
in the accuracy of the classification, while the result-
ing cost may include greater delay in the decision
and more processing overhead.

2. A mathematical evaluation of denial of service

protection

Before we address the issue of how we propose to
implement a DDoS detection and protection mech-
anism, let us discuss an approach that we have
developed [20] to analyse the impact of DDoS pro-
tection on overall network performance based on
the probabilities of detection and of false alarm.
We assume an abstract network model in which
DoS packets are identified with a certain probability

Fig. 1. This captcha of ‘‘smwm’’ obscures its message from
computer interpretation by twisting the letters [taken from http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Captcha].
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and dropped, while some other valid (i.e., non-DoS)
packets are mistakenly identified as DoS flows and
also dropped.

The packet network consists of N nodes
1, . . . , i, . . . ,N. At any node i, the arriving traffic is
the aggregate of several normal (valid or non-
DoS) flows, and possibly of several invalid (DoS)
flows, where n = (n1,n2, . . . ,nj, . . . ,nL(n)) and d =
(d1,d2, . . . ,dj, . . . ,dL(d)) are the paths in a normal
and a DoS flow, respectively. L(n) is the path length
of flow n, and j is used to denote the position of a
generic node inside the path. The total traffic rate
ki arriving externally to node i is composed of two
parts:

ki ¼
X

n

kn
i;n þ

X
d

kd
i;d; ð1Þ

where kn
i;n is the ‘‘normal’’ or benign incoming traffic

rate which belongs to normal flow n, and kd
i;d is the

arrival rate of DoS packets belonging to flow d.
Any traffic that node i takes to be DoS traffic is

dropped at the entrance of the node. Thus, a frac-
tion fi,n of normal traffic (the probability of false
alarms) and a fraction of DoS traffic di,d (the prob-
ability of correct detection) will be dropped as it
arrives to the node. If the node’s DoS detection
mechanism were perfect we would have fi,n = 0
and di,d = 1. Once a packet is admitted into a node,
it is queued and then forwarded based on its desti-
nation address. We model each node by a single ser-
ver queue with service time si representing both the
time it takes to process the packet in the node and
the actual transmission time. The traffic intensity
parameter qi is then

qi ¼ si

X
n

In
i;nð1� fi;nÞ þ

X
d

Id
i;dð1� di;dÞ

 !
; ð2Þ

where for node i, In
i;n is the arriving traffic rate of the

normal flow n, and Id
i;d is the arriving traffic rate of a

DoS flow d.
Since DoS attacks will tend to overwhelm the

node’s packet processing and transmission capabil-
ity, packets will be lost by the node with probability
Li. We could use different formulas to relate traffic
intensity to this probability based on modelling con-
gestion of various type that may occur at the node.
We take a simplistic view that this loss probability is
due to buffer overflow, and we use loss probability
expressions for a finite capacity queueing model [4].

Since any traffic that is correctly or mistakenly
thought to be DoS traffic is dropped at the input

of the node, and since the traffic which effectively
enters a node has been filtered in this manner, the
traffic equations for the system become

In
nj;n
¼ kn

n1;n

Yj�1

l¼0

ðð1� LnlÞð1� fnl;nÞÞ;

Id
dj;d
¼ kd

d1;d

Yj�1

l¼0

ðð1� LdlÞð1� ddl;dÞÞ;
ð3Þ

where we set Ln0
¼ Ld0

¼ fn0;n ¼ dd0;d ¼ 0. These
equations express the fact that, at any node, an
incoming packet may be dropped due to correct
or mistaken identification as a DoS packet, or due
to buffer overflow because the node is overloaded,
while all packets which enter the buffer queue and
are not dropped are eventually routed to the next
node on their path or absorbed at the current node
if it is itself the destination node. Eq. (3) relate input
rates to the nodes to the buffer overflow or loss
probabilities, while qi and consequently the buffer
overflow probabilities Li in turn depend on the traf-
fic rates. The solution of (3) is obtained numerically
via a non-linear iteration:

• Step 0

In;ðk¼0Þ
i;n ¼ kn

i;n; ð4Þ
Id;ðk¼0Þ

i;d ¼ kd
i;d: ð5Þ

• Step k > 0

qðkÞi ¼ siI
ðk�1Þ
i ; ð6Þ

LðkÞi ¼ qBi;ðkÞ
i

1� qðkÞi

1� qBiþ1;ðkÞ
i

; ð7Þ

In;ðkÞ
nj;n
¼ kn

n1;n

Yj�1

l¼0

ðð1� LðkÞnl
Þð1� fnl;nÞÞ; ð8Þ

Id;ðkÞ
dj;d
¼ kd

d1;d

Yj�1

l¼0

ðð1� LðkÞdl
Þð1� ddl;dÞÞ; ð9Þ

I ðkÞi ¼
X

n

In;ðkÞ
i;n þ

X
d

Id;ðkÞ
i;d : ð10Þ

The ‘‘goodput’’ or aggregate of the packets that
either have reached their destination, or are ready
to be forwarded to the next node in their route, is
used as a measure of the effectiveness of the DoS
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protection scheme, and also of how successful or
unsuccessful the DoS attack has been. Thus after
the algorithm converges we obtain the goodput
G(i) at each node using

GðiÞ ¼
X

n

In
i;nð1� LiÞð1� fi;nÞ: ð11Þ

2.1. Numerical example

To illustrate the use of the mathematical model
we evaluate the impact of a DoS attack on the net-
work topology shown in Fig. 2. In this example,
web-server 0 is being attacked by three DoS flows
of 2500 packets/s each, entering the network
through nodes 3, 4 and 5, so that the model repre-
sents a DDoS attack. Both web-servers receive nor-
mal packets by all valid clients at a rate of 100–
500 packets/s per client (100 corresponds to very
low and 500 to very high load level). We evaluate
the impact of the attack and the defence mechanism
by considering the goodput or rate of ‘‘valid’’ pack-
ets which make it safely to their destination nodes.
We investigate the impact of the attack on the good-
put at each node under varying load levels and dif-
ferent detection probabilities. We choose an average
service time per packet of si = 0.4 ms and a buffer
size of Bi = 40 packets at each node. The results pre-
sented in Figs. 3 and 4 show that a moderate attack

can cause an undefended network’s performance to
degrade dramatically. For example, at high load
level, the victim web-server (0) operates at less than
22% of its ideal capacity, compared to 99% without
the attack. Applying a simplistic defence in which
we drop half of the packets which are destined to
it (Fig. 3, naı̈ve defence, f = 0.5, d = 0.5), the results
do not improve, at least from the victim’s perspec-
tive. They do improve though for web-server 13
(Fig. 4). So, if web-server 0 were not a crucial part
of the infrastructure, but only a decoy or a ‘‘honey-
pot’’ whose role is to attract the attacking traffic,
then that very lightweight naı̈ve defence choice
would prove useful. We represent a more sophisti-
cated defence approach as normal defence, for
which we arbitrarily choose (f = 0.1, d = 0.6) as
the set of dropping probabilities. The results show
significant improvement in both web-servers for all
load levels. An even more accurate defence
(f = 0.1, d = 0.9) would of course yield even better
results.

2.2. Simulation of a DoS attack

In this section we pursue the preceding discussion
using simulations in order to illustrate the behav-
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2 3

Attacker

Attacker
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Webserver

(Victim)
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client

client

0

13

0

Fig. 2. Attack scenario: 3 attack flows through 3–5 towards web-
server 0.

Fig. 3. Mathematical analysis results for web-server 0.

Fig. 4. Mathematical analysis results for web-server 13.
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iour of the small network in Fig. 2 operating in the
presence of a DoS attack. We carried out the simu-
lations using the NS-2 network simulator [13]. For
the sake of comparison we first left the network
undefended and then applied a simple defence
mechanism with packet drops based on fixed prob-
abilities along the lines of our earlier discussion.

In the simulation each normal flow is composed
of UDP traffic at constant rates of 100–500 pack-
ets/s depending on the desired load level, while the
DoS flows are again UDP traffic at a rate of
2500 packets/s. The packet size we chose is
500 bytes for both normal and DoS flows. The
links are full duplex and have a bandwidth of

100 Mbits/s. For all nodes the service time is
0.4 ms and the buffer size is 40 packets. The queues
are simulated with the ‘‘Drop-Tail’’ mechanism,
which implements simple FIFO scheduling and
drop-on-overflow buffer management. Later, in
conjunction with the discussion in Fig. 5, the results
are presented in comparison to the other three
methods, including the experimental analysis pre-
sented in the next section.

3. Experimental approach using CPN for defence

against DDoS attacks

The Cognitive Packet Network (CPN) is a Qual-
ity of Service (QoS)-driven routing protocol, in
which each flow specifies the QoS metric (e.g., delay,
loss, jitter, or other composite metrics) that it wishes
to optimise [3,11]. Payload in CPN is carried by
source routed ‘‘dumb packets’’ (DPs), while ‘‘smart
packets’’ (SPs) and ‘‘acknowledgment packets’’
(ACKs) gather and carry control information which
is used for decision making.

In CPN, each flow specifies its QoS requirements
in the form of a QoS ‘‘goal’’. SPs associated with
each flow constantly explore the network, and
obtain routing decisions from network routers
based on observed relevant QoS information. SPs
store the identities of the nodes they visit, and col-
lect local measurements such as times and loss rates.
At each CPN node, the SP uses a local reinforce-
ment learning algorithm based on measurements
collected by previous SPs and ACKs, to elicit a deci-
sion from the node as to the next hop to travel to.
When a SP reaches the destination node of the flow,
an ACK packet is generated and returned to the
source according to the opposite (destination to
source) path traversed by the SP, but from which
all node repetitions have been removed by using a
right-to-left deletion algorithm to delete the sub-
paths between identical nodes. When the ACK
reaches the source, the forward route, which is the
reverse of the route that it used, is stored for subse-
quent payload or dumb packets (DPs) which will be
source-routed to the destination.

Our CPN-based DDoS defence technique
exploits the ability of CPN to trace traffic going
both down- and up-stream thanks to SPs and
ACK packets, so as to facilitate the stifling of mali-
cious traffic. When a CPN node detects a DoS
attack, it will use the ACKs to ask all intermediate
nodes upstream to drop packets of the incoming
flow. Detection can be achieved by allowing any
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Fig. 5. Loss percentage for different load levels. Apart from a few
exceptions the results found by solving the mathematical model
numerically, simulating in NS-2, and experimenting on a test-bed,
were from very close to identical.
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node to determine for itself two parameters govern-
ing bandwidth allocation: the maximum that it is
able to receive (BTOT ), and the maximum that it
is willing to allocate to any particular flow that tra-
verses it (BClient); both are dynamic parameters
that may change over time as a function of the con-
ditions at the node, and on the identity and QoS
needs of the flows, and they may also vary during
the life of a particular flow or connection. This idea
can be extended to allowing a node to specify differ-
ent bandwidth restrictions for flows of different QoS
classes.

When a CPN router receives a SP or DP from a
flow that it has not already seen before (e.g., with a
new source-destination pair, accompanied possibly
by a new QoS class), it will send a specific Flow-
ACK packet back to the source along the reverse
path, and inform the source of its (BClient) alloca-
tion. This may occur periodically for each ongoing
flow. The node will monitor all of the flows that tra-
verse it, and drop some or all of the packets of any
flow that exceeds this allocation. When the alloca-
tion is exceeded, the node informs (using ACKs)
upstream nodes that packets of this flow should be
dropped. Other possible actions could include
diverting the flow into a ‘‘honeypot’’, or into a spe-
cial overlay network used for protection, or it may
simply alert a network administrator.

We implemented this approach on a CPN test-
bed consisting of 2.4 GHz Pentium-4 PCs config-
ured as shown in Fig. 2. In order to compare the
experimental results with those of the simulation
and the mathematical analysis, we tried to use
model parameter values which mimic the parame-
ters used in the test-bed. Both SPs and Dumb
Packet Acknowledgments were disabled and the
routes in the network were manually configured to
remain static during the entire experiment. To dis-
tinguish between valid and DoS traffic we used dif-
ferent QoS protocols. The various defence
mechanisms were implemented through the use of
configurable drop probabilities which were allowed
to be different for different classes of traffic. In order
to emulate the value of 0.4 ms service time for all
nodes, we used a delay-based FIFO queueing mech-
anism imposed on each outgoing interface. To
mimic the simulator’s use of a single buffer per
node, for forwarding nodes with two output links
(nodes 1–3, and 6) the size of the FIFO buffer was
divided in half (20 packets instead of 40 in the
test-bed). Each experiment lasted 60 s. The results
for both the simulations and the measurement

experiments are very similar to those obtained with
the mathematical model, and some representative
results are summarised in Fig. 5.

3.1. Evaluating autonomic CPN-based defence

The experiments we have described which were
conducted on a network test-bed, as well as the
NS-2 based simulations, validate the predictions of
the mathematical model. However they do not
implement the dynamic response that is needed to
defend against a DoS or DDoS attack. Thus, in a
second set of experiments we tested the CPN-based
defence approach for a network application (video
streaming) with specific QoS requirements in terms
of bandwidth.

The application which is used to illustrate the
attack and defence mechanism is a UDP based
MPEG1 video stream that is transferred from node
3 to node 30 in the CPN test-bed shown in Fig. 6
(top left). The video received at 30 in the un-
attacked network is uncorrupted, as shown in
Fig. 6 (top right). Then a DDoS attack which is
meant to overwhelm node 30, by saturating it with
incoming packets, is launched from nodes 1 and 2.
When there is no defence, the attack corrupts the
video stream, making it unintelligible as shown in
Fig. 6 (bottom left).

Fig. 6. Experimental evaluation of our defence scheme. The top-
left figure shows the CPN test-bed used to conduct the experi-
ments. Top-right shows a frame of video in the un-attacked
network. Bottom-left demonstrates the corruption in the video
stream due to the attack. Bottom-right shows the restored video
sequence after defence is enabled.
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We then apply the naı̈ve defence algorithm,
based on node 30 detecting a high incoming traffic
rate on certain incoming paths, using the CPN
trace-back mechanism to order that packets be
dropped upstream on the paths, and also dropping
traffic coming from those paths into node 30 itself.
This alleviates the impact of the attack, resulting
in the clear video stream shown in Fig. 6 (bottom
right). The experiment shows that if CPN or a sim-
ilar network routing mechanism is used, when a
node is able, even imperfectly, to recognise that it
is being attacked, a sensitive real-time data stream
can be protected. Of course, the protection is not
instantaneous and requires some time to become
effective after the attack is detected.

3.2. Discussion

There are many different ways to improve QoS in
networks, including admission control which is not
discussed at all in this paper. CPN is a specific auto-
nomic technique that offers adaptive routing as a
way to offer better QoS to users, and this paper
examines how the mechanisms in CPN and specifi-
cally SPs and ACKs can also be exploited to
improve defence against DoS attacks. The discus-
sion about QoS improvements available through
CPN, supported by experimental results, are
reported elsewhere [19,21] and are also the object
of a US patent.

The technique we have proposed and evaluated is
specifically oriented towards the use of self-aware-
ness in the network and is based on a strictly auto-
matic (non-manual) defence without direct human
intervention. The event being detected is a signifi-
cant degradation of QoS for existing traffic flows;
admittedly this may not be just due to an attack
but could also be due to network overload. How-
ever the very fast rise, over some milliseconds, of
performance degradation and the fact that it does
not rapidly recede is a fairly solid indication of an
attack. Indeed, performance degradation and rapid
traffic rises due to flash crowds or sudden popularity
will give rise to packet losses, and the TCP conges-
tion control mechanism will quickly respond at the
user end to significantly reduce the incoming traffic
flow. On the other hand, a DDOS attack will ignore
its own packet losses and continue maintaining or
even increasing the traffic flow.

The CPN mechanism we have described is based
on smart packets (SPs) and ACK packets which pre-
cede or accompany the incoming traffic towards the

node being protected and back to the sources of the
flow. Furthermore the rate of SPs and ACKs is pro-
portional to the rate of the flow which they are
accompanying. Thus the SPs and ACKs allow all
traffic flows to be monitored and traced back to
their sources, and dropped along their paths if the
flows are considered to be attack flows.

As any defence mechanism, this approach can
have a negative effect on benign traffic flows which
are mistaken to be attacks. However in this case
they are still benign traffic flows which are causing
excessive congestion and degradation, and as such
if they are TCP compliant they will react by reduc-
ing their instantaneous traffic rates.

If we just rely on ‘‘natural’’ packet losses and
congestion control as is available through TCP/IP,
or use QoS based techniques such as pre-assigned
fair queueing, we would negatively affect all traffic
flows equally without the ability to trace-back
attacking traffic towards their source, and directly
drop packets in the traffic flows which are part of
the attack, or the specific flows which cause perfor-
mance degradation.

Although we have only discussed how one may
deal with simple DDOS models, since our approach
exploits the fact that CPN always uses trace-back as
an ongoing technique to do QoS routing, if and
when the attacking flows modify their sources and
paths they will still be accompanied, just like any
flow, by SPs and ACKs; thus as the attacks adapt
and use different additional sources, so do the coun-
termeasures that we have described.

Defence can obviously be conducted only at the
nodes through which the attacking traffic flows: if
we could do this perfectly at each source of the
attack this would obviously be optimal since it
would cut out from the network all the attacking
traffic. If we just do it at the destination of an attack
this is the worst that can happen since the network
bandwidth will be uselessly occupied by attacking
traffic. Since it is unrealistic to be able to cut off
all the attacking traffic at its sources, it is best to
be able to drop attacking traffic at each node that
it traverses; in CPN this means dropping it on all
the nodes in each of the paths that the attacking traf-
fic uses.

Note that one can also optimise detection, just as
is done for instance in signal processing and target
recognition. It is possible to construct optimal
Bayesian likelihood detectors that would minimise
the probability of false alarms and maximise the
probability of correct detection. However, all such
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techniques assume that the probability distributions
(for instance of traffic rates, or of the rise in traffic)
are available both for normal and for normal plus
attacking traffic, which is currently not the case.
Classification is a more refined step going beyond
detection: once an attack is detected the observed
traffic is a sum of normal traffic and of attacking
traffic. Classification is the task of separating these
two kinds of traffic which requires more refined sta-
tistical tools.

Finally let us point out that our approach is based
on constructing a CPN-like environment around
nodes or infrastructures that one would like to pro-
tect. This may be carried out either via actual addi-
tion of hardware nodes, or via an overlay structure
that includes the node that we wish to protect. Thus
our philosophy is to create protected islands rather
than a ‘‘completely protected Internet’’. However,
as the density of protected islands increases we
would also expect that the network as a whole would
also be better protected since many DoS attacks will
be nipped in the bud before they can spread over
long distances. Furthermore, we would expect that
important nodes that may have a large degree of
connectivity should be highly protected.

4. DoS protection based on prioritisation

and throttling

In the first part of this paper we saw that the per-
formance of a defence scheme based on dropping
DoS packets depends on the accuracy of the detec-
tion/classification methods. We will now present an
improved version of this generic scheme which
attempts to decrease the impact of false alarms on
the normal packet flows. In the extended defence
approach that we propose in this section, instead
of just dropping traffic we also suggest the use of
traffic prioritising and throttling as an additional
response mechanism. Applying packet filtering for
defending against DoS attacks is reported in [22]
(though the full paper is not available).

We use a simple mechanism to detect the possi-
bility of an attack. If a node (either a recipient or
a transit node) receives packets towards a destina-
tion (1) at a rate higher than the current rate thresh-

old (packets/s or bytes/s) and (2) with a rate increase
which is higher than the current increase threshold

(packets/s2 or bytes/s2), then it announces the exis-
tence of an ongoing distributed denial of service
attack and sends this information to all upstream
nodes and to the victim. From then on, the protec-

tion mechanism is set into motion along the
informed path. In case of disagreement, it is the
alleged victim node’s responsibility to inform those
nodes that there was a false alarm and that they
should return to normal operation.

When there is a detected attack in progress, each
informed node contributes to the defence by exam-
ining every incoming packet for deviations from
normal behaviour. Packets undergo a collection of
anomaly-based validity tests which may differ for
each type of traffic (see Section 1.1). Nodes which
have a role in the defence will prioritise traffic with
priority levels which are related to the tests. Each
time a packet fails a validity test, its priority level
may drop accordingly. Additionally, the upstream
routers are instructed to throttle down their traffic
directed towards the victim node to a level which
it can handle. This two-fold protection framework
ensures that packets with higher probability of
being both valid and harmless, are offered preferen-
tial service. Packets which have been marginally
classified as invalid may now receive service if there
is available bandwidth so as to minimise the collat-
eral damage inflicted by false detection. Packets
which have been identified as being harmful are
either delayed by being assigned low priority, or
dropped. Various simplifications of this scheme,
based for instance on grouping all traffic that has
been identified as being invalid, can also be
considered.

To our knowledge, changing the priority level
instead of dropping or redirecting possible DoS
packets according to validity tests has not been pre-
viously proposed in the literature. On the other
hand, throttling as a means of controlling the attack
traffic has been extensively investigated. In [10], as
mentioned earlier, a general framework to identify
and control high-bandwidth aggregates in a net-
work using max–min fair rate limits recursively
from the victim to the upstream routers, was pro-
posed, and in [23] the concept of router throttling
with a level-k max–min fairness algorithm has been
suggested to regulate the experienced server load
to below its design limit so that it remains opera-
tional during a DDoS attack. Their analysis with
a mathematical model, simulation and experiments,
prove the usefulness of smart throttling during
denial of service attacks. However, smartly orches-
trated throttling cannot be used on its own, as a
stand-alone defence mechanism, since without clas-
sification, there can be extensive collateral damage
especially if the attack coincides with a flash-crowd.
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4.1. Experimental evaluation of prioritisation

and throttling

In this section we use our CPN test-bed to evalu-
ate a detection and defence scheme that makes use
of prioritisation and throttling in order to defend
against a DoS attack, while reducing the impact of
collateral damage to valid traffic. For throttling,
we will use Token Bucket Filtering (TBF) which is
a simple light-weight queuing discipline that only
allows packets up to a set rate to pass, with the pos-
sibility to allow short bursts in excess of that rate.
For prioritisation we will use the PRIO queuing dis-
cipline, part of the iproute2 infrastructure provided
with Linux 2.2 which serves packets of a certain pri-
ority level only if all higher-priority queues are
empty.

The topology and size of the attack ‘‘experiment’’
are shown in Fig. 7. The attack experiment lasts
25 s, and at time t = 0 valid traffic is flowing into
the network from nodes cpn107 to cpn110 and
headed towards cpn115 with four constant bit rate
(CBR) flows of 2 Mbits/s each. Network link capac-
ities are 10 Mbits so that these existing flows can be
carried easily by the network. At t = 2 s DoS traffic
starts arriving through cpn104 at constantly increas-
ing rate towards cpn115. At t = 5 s and t = 8 s,
cpn105 and cpn106, respectively, join the attack
with traffic of similarly increasing rate towards
cpn115. In order to emulate the fact that some nor-
mal flows may appear after the attack starts and
some others may disappear, at t = 7.5 s we stop
the flow of normal packets from one of the nodes
(cpn110) and replace it with another normal flow
from cpn113 at the same rate of 2 Mbits/s. As a
result of the attack most of the links get increasingly
saturated and the rate of valid packets received at
cpn115 drops dramatically. It reaches a minimum

when the attack stabilises at its peak rate
(30 Mbits/s in total) at about t = 14 s.

We then repeat the same experiment after apply-
ing the following defence scheme. When the total
incoming rate of cpn115 is over 15 Mbits/s (arbi-
trarily chosen, but quite sensible since cpn115 has
only two incoming links of 10 Mbits capacity each),
this is considered an attack situation and all nodes
which are at most 5 hops from the victim (essentially
all in this scenario) are requested to act as defenders.
We use a marking system of 1–7, in which each
newly appearing packet headed towards cpn115
receives an initial mark of 3. The defenders use three
simple classification tests to adjust this mark before
they forward the packet:

(a) Is the packet’s source among the recognised

ones? If yes then increase the mark by 1. We
have arbitrarily chosen three nodes (cpn107,
cpn110, cpn113) to belong to the list of recog-
nised customers. The remaining two nodes
with valid traffic and the three nodes with
DoS traffic do not get a change in their mark.

(b) Did the packet’s source appear after the attack

was detected? If yes then decrease the mark by
1. Cpn106 and cpn113 appear after the attack
is detected and receive that penalty (the attack
is detected around t = 7 s when the total
incoming rate at cpn115 is over 15 Mbits/s).

(c) Is the current bitrate from the packet’s source

over 7 Mbits/s? If yes then decrease the mark
by 1. In this scenario cpn104, cpn105 and
cpn106 all exceed that limit after a while.

The defenders use a priority scheme for their out-
going packets, with priority bands of 1–7. Each
band allows up to a maximum rate of 7 Mbits/s
and the packets are allocated to them according to
their mark (packets with mark 1 go to the worst
band, 7). As a result the 2 Mbits/s CBR flows from
cpn107, cpn108 and cpn109 receive preferential
treatment throughout the whole experiment and at
every node, while the remaining flows compete with
each other for the low to middle priority bands. The
experimental results show that prioritisation accord-
ing to these simple classification tests allow for prac-
tically all valid packets to reach their destination as
shown in Figs. 8–12, while the DoS traffic reaching
cpn115 is decreased to 50% of each maximum value
as seen in Figs. 13–15.

We also repeat the same scenario with fewer
nodes participating in the defence, varying the
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Fig. 7. The topology of the attack scenario (left) and the total
attack rate (right); cpn104–106 send up to 10 Mbits/s each and
cpn107–110 and cpn113 send up to 2 Mbits/s each.
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distance of defending nodes from 1 to 4 from the
attacked node as shown in Fig. 16. The results show
that a radius of defence in excess of 1 can achieve a
level of success comparable to the case when all
nodes are used as defenders (Fig. 17). Note that
all numerical values shown are the averages of five
independent repetitions of a given experiment.

5. Distributing tasks

Extensive filtering and complicated defence sys-
tems will introduce significant overhead. Thus dif-
ferent parts of the defense mechanism may be

allocated to different nodes, with some specialising
in detection and others in traffic classification or
defence. The corresponding design may be per-
formed with techniques similar to our mathematical
model of Section 2. It is often said that defence can
be carried out more effectively closer to the attack-
ers, while detection is more accurate at the victim
or at its close neighbours. We will therefore consider
this issue with the help of our mathematical model.

Consider the scenario of Section 2.1 as shown in
Fig. 2. However instead of using all upstream nodes
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Fig. 14. The Kbits/s of DoS traffic from cpn105 that reached
their target.
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Fig. 15. The Kbits/s of DoS traffic from cpn106 that reached
their target.
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Fig. 16. The defence ranges used in our experiments.

Fig. 17. The total normal traffic that makes it to cpn115 when
there is no attack, defence from range 5 to 1, and no defence.
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for defence, we only use the three nodes that are
closest to the attackers (3–5), and then as a contrast-
ing alternative only the ones closer to the victim (1,
2, 6) as shown in Fig. 18. Call these Cases 1 and 2,
respectively. For a modest detection performance of

fi,n = 0.1 and di,d = 0.6, the results are contrary to
our expectations (Fig. 19) and we see that Case 1
is worse than Case 2. By this, we do not wish to
imply that the commonly held view is always wrong,
but simply that a mathematical model can help
make the best choices as a function of a set of mea-
surable parameters.

6. Conclusions and further work

In this paper we have presented an overall archi-
tecture for protection against DoS attacks, and we
have surveyed much of the literature devoted to
both classification and defence mechanisms. We
have considered both passive methods of classifica-
tion based on observing traffic and its characteris-
tics, and active methods which may go as far as
trying to interrogate the user to determine whether
it is a ‘‘live’’ user or some automated user which
has compromised a number of machines in order
to conduct an attack.

We have proposed a mathematical model that
can provide a gross evaluation of the benefits of
DDoS defence based on dropping the attacking
traffic, and have included the effect of the probabil-
ity of correct detection, and the undesirable effect of
false alarms which lead to dropping valid traffic.
The mathematical model has then been validated
against simulation results and experimental mea-
surements on a test-bed.

Then we have considered an autonomic defence
mechanism based on the CPN network protocol
which is automatically able to trace back flows
which are coming in to a node. This approach based
on dropping packets at the node, and upstream
from a node, has been implemented on our CPN
test-bed and evaluated with a video streaming
application.

We have found that the most significant draw-
back of using packet dropping for DoS defence is
the ‘‘collateral damage’’ of loss of valid packets
due to false alarms. Therefore we have considered
a more sophisticated defence approach based on
prioritisation and throttling, in which the probabil-
ity that a packet is ‘‘valid’’ (i.e., that it is not an
attacking packet) automatically determines the
QoS that it receives. Experiments with the new
defence scheme on our CPN test-bed showed that
the resulting collateral damage is much lower.

We also suggest that the distribution of tasks in
DoS defence should be assisted by a mathematical
model such as the one we developed, rather than
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relying on intuitive but sometimes wrong decisions.
Thus our future work will include a tool to auto-
mate the analysis and design of effective DoS
defence techniques. Our future work will also inves-
tigate classification techniques with improved accu-
racy, based on Bayesian decision making. Our
ultimate aim is to apply this defence architecture
in clusters of CPN-based routers around the Inter-
net which will act as islands of defence.
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